
WAL MART VS TARGET

Now, I don't know if it's just my local Walmart or if it's all Walmarts, but the difference between Walmart and Target
smacks me broadside every*single*time I walk.

I also bought milk. Well, except my husband â€” he went Android. The isles are clean, soft, and they call your
name to get more stuff than you came there for. Customers This varies greatly by location. Articles 10
Differences between Target and Walmart Both Target and Walmart are major retailers, big-box sellers with
giant stores to accommodate the high demands and large numbers of shoppers. The non-perishables look more
or less OK; everything else seems to be getting bad as soon as you buy something. The cars in the parking lot
are all American â€” Mercury, Buick, and some old Aerostars. How did the media miss these stellar savings?
This cheese backdrop would look lovely on my blog. Walmart commands nearly 20 times the market share of
Target. The greeters are so 'jolly' that you wonder if they operate a prison as their second job, or do they
participate in sleep studies at night. A straight comparison ot Target to Walmart when mapped shows relative
parity, as seen above. Starbucks, please! Coffee break, anyone? With more than 3, locations, the number of
Walmart Supercenter hyperstores dwarfs that of both its competitor Target and its sibling Walmart classic.
The merchandise signals the type of shoppers â€” ergo baby carriers, BOB strollers. They are: Rule 1:
Compare items of the same size and brand. In The Definitive Guide: 22 Ways to get a discount on anything
part two I told ya how to get your groceries for free by spotting scanner price errors at checkout using this
code. January So where am I going with this? Most of the time people at Target look well put together,
smartly clad, and trendy. Heck, you might even be able to talk on the phone while shopping and gently gliding
through the aisles. Or use coupons? Target hopes the smaller stores, located in college towns, will attract
younger buyers. They will be polite and will move their carts out of the way.


